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SEY.0 EDUCATION WITHTROUBLED ADOLESCENTS:

SUGGESTMS FOR PLANNING AND IMP4MENTATION

Three fears ago-, we began to devdlop a'- sexuality education

program for students at our school. We found ,then--and vontinue

to
. %

find -'- little information available to help special educators

and counselors who want to work with troubled youth ii this..area

of adolescent development. This paper is intended to provide

some suggestions, precautions, and encouragement-for others who-
/

ardnierested in eveloping sexuality education programs.
. _-

The paper is divided into four major sections. The first -

provides a brief overview and rationale for the need to develop

programs for troubled adolescents. The second section is &brief

report on the first two years .of our program at the Manville

School; this section is intended to function as a case study, ands

provide a chronological framework that may prove helpful. Section

three contains more specific suggestions for planning and imple-

menting sexuality edufttion. The last section is a list of

resources. 4.
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I. 'OVERVIEW

The debate conArning the role of sexuality.education in

the schools -is .one familiar to all of us. It appeaA that

there is even-less resolutior of?the question as it concerns

disturbed children. A,lthough some-rationale for sexuality

educati.on.is included,, this paper begins with the assumption

that teathing.about 'sexuality is an important task. for teachers.!

and counselOrs. Discussion of the need for sexuality education

and strategies for.conmfhcirtg parents end school personneYof

this need are beyond thscope of this paper.

Sexuality and A olescent Decisions

a

We view sexuality issues'as one aspect of a broad set of
0

decisions facing- adolescents, Young adolescents are faced with

a. baffling series, of biological and psychologicml changes. These .

changei create special problems for adolescents as they masse

-decisions about jobs, drug use,and their-relationswith pee and.
_

adults. Mast adolescents have some difficulty negotiating these

changes, anca'require support from parents, teachers, counselqrs

and friends. gowever, most adolescents do manage to 'move success,-
I

fklly through the struggles of.this peri -emerging with'a new

-set of.ideas4^Vatues, social skills andrelationships.

Young adolescents with serious emotional problems face`d much

more frightening and confusing transition. -Often, they have

experienctd social failure at hoMe, in school, and in their peer

groups. In addition, they often, have difficulty understanding

the changes which they are experiencing.- They do riot know how to

solve interpersonal Oilemmast reflect on their:own development,

4
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evaluate their behavior, or communicate their concerns. Despite -

these cognitive and emotional problems,-their'biojogical clocks

-

continue to tick, and they are foced to dpal with the changes brough

on by puberty and early adole4cence.

Our experience working with emotionally disturbed youth

indicates that, for most of them', early adolescence is a crucial .

. time for direpting the conrse,of their lives. They require

systethatic and intensive programs' to help them Understand and cope

ith.the dbangesythey are experiencing, as well as to help-them

develop specific problem-solving skills. This paper describes

our work, thus far, di,iected tclard the development of a program
4

in- sex education--'ne part of a more general early adolescent

interveAion.

Why Teach Educatibil in Special'Needs Classrooms?
k

A troubl adolescents cognitive, emotional and sociological

problems are compounded by an adult culture which encourages excess

and offers few resources for making.decfaions about personal

problems. For example, adolescents are encouraged. to be

seductiVe and Iexually active, but they are not provided .with

adequate information to protect themselves. In other words, they

are encouraged to be sexy, but not'sexual. 'Our students dcknot

anticipate the consequences of their own behavior, nor do they

know how to get help when they need it. Faced with sexual pressures

from peers, parents and the media, they are confused and often

feel helpless.

4
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-Most television programming is full o sexual innuendo and

suggestively sexual content. Since chiidrdn are"readhing pube4y

at ever-earlier ages,'they are even less-prepared for prematuie

.s6cual behavior. ',,Unwanted pregnancy and teenage parenting often

result in cont nued'patterns of family stress and emotional prqp-.
.4

lems. ,The,cotbination of sexual saturation in the media, plus a
. .

f%
.

. latk of ope n and supportive ;sexuality eduCatiOn, ldaves adolescents..
1

vulnerable: They have-inaqurate.information, few pbsitive adult

models andpno chance to practice making decisions in a safe, edu-

cational environment.

Schopls.cannot avoid their role in helping to shape students'
. .

attitudes, self-concepts', peer:'relatibnships, and Aderstanding of

sexual relationships. 'first, schoels play a Major mole in the

deeloptent of personal and interpersonal skills--especially during.

.17 late elementary and early high school years--which students

use as foundations for interpersonal relations. They also are the

principal place where youth learn adult norms and societal roles.

many ways, the school is a necessary and appropriate forum

for confronting the difficult issues of psycl,-.,sexual development

and the consequent changes in peer relations. Questions.and goon-
.

cerns can be given an academic is well as a social context; educe-s

tion about human sexuality and social interactions can be,integraW

into different school curricula and a concern for "the whole child".

The school program provides opportunities to develop decision-
)

making skills, self-control, andan awareness of acceptable social

behavior.

These social and academic skills often determine whether an
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V, adolehcent4haS the ability and confidence to interact with peers

and adults-, and thereby becomea successful, healthy adult. Sexual.

attitudes, standards, and behavior, contributct to in adolescent's

emergent sense of self. The school can help with the development

of valuesand'social skillS: co-ed classes, a focus on decision7

making skills, and the availability of professional adults are

''among the resources available in a school settimg.

Schools which serve children with emotional and learning
k

problems have a particularly important reason for focusing.on

these concerns. These children and adolescents often need more

than just a safe, structured place to confront and explore sexual

concerns. They need more time to learn mew concepts and academic

skills, store opportunities to practice social'skills, and more

supportive adult feedback to foster positive attitudes about

themselves and their peers. In addition, they ofteh have fewer

personal, family and community resources outside the school, to

which they can turn for help. For example, wdofound that without

school support, our students were leftto learn primarily from

peers, the media and their own (qf .en painful) experiences in the

street:

Why Avoid Teaching Sex Education in- Special Needsv,Cla*srooms?

Many critics of sexuality education feel that this is a topic

private and/or full or moral values for school; therefore, parents

ould be the sex educators, with sexuality d4cussed mainly at home

and sexual values formed'within the family unit. However, sex'

1
permeates advertising and ,entertainment - very publi: arenas.

Parents find it increasingly di ficult to protect children from

f
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influences outside the family. Thus, we believe at -least some

'aspects of sexuality needto be confronted and dealt with

constructively, as a shared topic of community, school and home

discussion.

In fact, even when most sexuality education is done in the
-

home, parents ofteriask for and need help. The parents we have

worked with tell us.that their own emrassment (and a lack of

.Confidence in their own information make for communication problems

with.their to ,Parerits.and schools working Ng'ether can provide

the informatiqn, support, and sharing ngPessary to hdlp adolescents.-

negotiate these difficult decisions.

The second major argument against sexuality education for

special needs youth is that they cannot handle the tWopic. Teachers

and administrators sometimes fear students will not be able to

control their behavior. In the long run, we have found the oppo-'
41.

site .to be true (see *sectians II and III). Although there were

initial behavior Tlioblems, our students quickly learned to control

themselves and each other-because they wanted. the information in-

cluded j.1.1 the claSS and because they seemed relieved that theit

concerns and questions- were finally legitimized.

The third major argument is that sexuality education prombtes

earlier se activity. Available statistics (see Resource List)

suggest this 4,s not true: teens` are more sexually 4_:tive than

before, at youngeroages, with or without available information

about their dwn
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II. The Manville School Program: A Case Study

Sfudents and Program

Our school, like many urban programs for special needs

students, serves children who have'diagnosed:pmotional,

learning andanterpersonal problems. These are usually
4

manifestAd in a pattern of imp ulsiVe, acting -out behav ior;

V

clinical work reveals a pattern of low self- esteem and per-
'

ceived external locus of control; social histories reveal con-
.

tinued patterns of school failUreind multiple family problems.

In 1977, teachers,,counsollors -a dclinicians met to dl.scuss

the need for a sex educatipn curriculum. After 3 years of clasS-
,

A

room work, our current sexuality program consists of three kinds .

of Interventions: (a) classroom curricula; (b) staff in-service;

and (c) ,a parent educ tion support group. All of ti is exists

in a broader context of intervention called the "Adolescent

Issues Program" with classes,in Job Preparation, Juvenile Law

and Substance.Abuse EdubatiOn. Weekly classes are co-ed, and

last 45 minutes to an hour. The lessons are composed of teacher

presentations, written worksheets, audio-visual materials, class

discussions and role-play.

The parent education support group is part of the Adolescent

Issues Program and is a voluntary commitment. It meets monthly

for thIree hours. Topics include adolescent sexuality as well as

other areas ofbinterest. We have tried to use the time in.two

ways. First, we review 'and evaluate the classroom curriculumP.

Second, parents share their thoughts and concern's with each other

and the schdol staff.



The First Two Years

During the first two years, our work at the Manvi lTe School
4

followed this sequence:.

1) Initial awareness and staff development. Staff became

concerned about sexual acting: -out betlavior, and.began tb think

about the need to deal with sexual issues more direbtly. One

staff member took responsibility for setting upa series of in-
*
c presentations; these sessions provided information, and

encouraged us to begin to talk with each other. Theyalso

provided initial goals and directions for our first..courses.
. #

This phase lasted about 3 months.

2) Development and teaching df a "first course". Because

. we were new to this kind of teaching, we used the.goals Presented

by n-service consultants" to develop an eight-week course. Our

primary goals were: (a) to correct students' mis- information;

(b) to provide a context for students to begin to talk about sexual

and other adolescent changes. We decided to team-teach (male-

female), and re-combine homeroom classes- (to allow us to match

students by need and behavioral pelf-control skills).

0 Evaluation. We met weekly as a staff to talk about the

course, and plan .lessons. We also asked the students-to complete

a course evaluation. Out of this we found! (a) that students

liked the 'course and wanted more; (b) that we needed to focus more

on vales and relationships the next time we taught.

4) Staff development (year two). Other staff memberbegan

to work as a group in this area, and spent time revising our

4 first year materials. The second fall, we again'preSented an in-

service series--this time oriented more towards values questions
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since we planned to include more of these topics in an expanded

(-full semester) course. Some of the topics we worked on-were:

.,firth control, mas-,:urbation. family values, sex roles, and

homosexuality.

5) Development of an "Adolescent Issues Program". The

success of our texuality course led us to think about dealing

with otheriaddlescent issues in a similar manner. We decided to

offer a course on "substance use And abuse", and to deal with
A

both issues in a broader context--that of-ma(cing decisions about

changing social relationships. Placing sexuality education in a ''

broader context helped us make connections for students, parents,
-

and-ourselves. The "Adolescent Issues" courses stretched through

the, school year.
. .

6) Weekly evaluations. In order to'findout hoW well

different, aspects of elich lesson 'worked (including content ,and

method), we developed a short lesson evaluation exercise for

studentA. These evaluations gave us more information about the

course. Because they, were involved in evaluating the course,-.

students were .encouraged-to be more responsible larticipants in

deciding on Course content, and therefor? more responsible for

their own participation in classqs. In addition, the teachers who

taught the classes met weekly to evaluate and plan. Both forms

, of evaluation were crucial to helping us rdfine course goals and

methods. ,(Information on class-evaluations is available from the
-

Adolescent Issues Project:)

A
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°Results of the first two years

Students. At the end of each colirSe, we used student evalu-

ations and assessmentsto find out.what das.learmed and what

areas needed more ;work. We found that sirtdents improved their

ability to use appropriate /ocabuary,but still had difficulty

understanding th0. 'systems" aspects of h'tman anatomy. Perhaps

more important, students learned how to ask questions. Teachers

reported improvements in students' attitudes about their own

sexuality, and their willinaness to talk with othersat judged

by behavioral changes and the willingnessof students to initiate

discussions of these issues.

airing the course, student behavior also changed. Students

asked to leave class less frequently, were-less disruptive, asked -

more questiont, and were more able to-.talk .ith each other. These

behavior changes-seemed to gereriiize, for some students, beyond

the classroom. ,

Students evaluated the first course with phrases like, "It's

better than learning it on the street," or "I feel more' mature
.

aitei: the class." But perhaps the most striking indication of the
4

"success" of the first courses was the willingness of students *to

talk with peers about these issues. One boy reported, "My friend

don't know nothing-about this stuff. I had to tell him what

I was going on. He still- wouldn't believe me. Hqw do you teach

these kids?"

Teachers. 41reachers felt they were,"learning to become sex

educators.." They began to feel more comfortable with students,

both in formal settings (like classroom lessons) and in informal

t 12



interactions (like lunchroom conversations, or after-class

;dialogues). They felt they had new strategies, and new informa-
,

tier' with which they could help students. They appreciated the

Chance to evaluate their own attitudes--especially when these,
V

were initially negative about teaching sexuality. Finally,

they felt they could begin taking the initiative in dealing

with these issues -rather than simply responding to'seting-out
1

behavior.
7'

Parents. When we began the course, W6 ,informed parents of

--/bur goals'and invited them to ask questions or raise concerns.

Most parents did not

)
in eract with us around these ,issues,antil

gwe developed a serie of parent education workshops. There are

still some parents who have not made their feelings
. .own.

. ,

However, responses from parents were uniformly constructive,'

even when they were critical. Some-parents felt we might be

"pushing" kids: others worried about the questions students would

bring home. But in the end, the majority of parents felt they

were more supported by the school in their own attempts to help

their adolescents deal with these issues. Three comments collected

in our parent group suggest the ways-in which parents approve of

this kind of course:

"They really have to know these things. . .a lot of older
people got lost by the ayside by not knowing about sex...
If I knew then.what I k ow now I wouldn't have had seven
children. There are other choices."

"If they don't get it in the e.:hools, they can get it in the
streets,. and, they get it alb. wrong."

"We need to have our own class on this...lixe the kids!"

13
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Future C siderations

The results of our'evaluatlons indicated two clear directions

for subsequent work. First, we-learned that different students

bring different experiences to the class, learn at different

rates, and are at different places.in their own development- -each '

of which creates an "uneven" pattern of growth and change during

the course. In planning further courses on sexuality., we need to

think about an expanded-two year sequence which can continue-

the group focus for discusSion and at the same time be more

flexible in r6eting individual needs. We now think about this

task in terms of a spiral curriculum; but at this point, we are

still experimenting with priorities and topics, with matching
a

'developmental and educational needs, with re-grouping students

for sexuality classes, etc. We have much work to do in clarifying

long-term goals and sequences in sexuality eduvtion:or our

students.

Pdditionally, we need to learn more about, and develop acti-

vities to help students understand and talk about, coMplex.social-

relationship iss1ues. These include the timeless values and

decisions involved in friendship, dating, and sexual activity

anclmarriage. But they also include issues which students are

exposed to in their own lives because of the specifics of T:merican

culture in the 1980's. Questions of family sc_ructure and changes,

Single parenthood, living together outside of marriage, and'

homosexuality all involve complex life-de6isions which our students

need to begin to think about. In addition, they are confronted

14
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with social-sexual issues which many adults find difficult to

understand and cope with: issues like prostitution, pornography,

sexual advertising, rape, and sexual abuse are ever-present

realitieS in the, lives of many of'our students. We need to find

'a way to address these safely and with dignity, in-the school

context.

The process of planning, developing, teaching, and evaluating

courses in human sexuality has raised many important questions for

us as educators and counselors. Perhapn. more 'important, the process,

has brought "us"--teachers, counselors, administrators, parents,

and students--together in a new way, to constructively confront

some important and pressing issues.

III. A SHORT GUIDE TO DEVELOPING A

SEXUALITY EDUCATION. PROGRAM

Tht# development andgimplementation of a "first" course in

human'sexuality is a long process that requiresopupport and a

level of consensus among all the adults- whotare involved, and

includes several different phases. This section focuses on

three important considerations: (a) clarifying goals; (ID) anti-

,-

cipating trouble spots, and (c) (first) steps in getting started.

The most important "First step"'is to clarify goals and priorities- -

with the recognition that you will "re-learn" your goals and prior-
i

ities as a result of the first attempts to teach and evaluate. Here

are several things to tkink about in clarifying goals:

1) There are SQ many important concepts and skills to teach

in this kind of course that you will face conflicting priorities.
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- .

Given the amount of time available (6 weeks, 8 weeks, semester,

etc.);what are the most important goals you want to accomplish?

Remember that you won't be able to cover all of them, and that

-all of them have some importance. \

) Use mother Adults to help establish priorities. Small-group

staff exercises (like priority lists), parent questionnaires,

and surveys of other courses 4see Resource List) will all help

establish some directions and goals. Use this information to

select several priority goals for your school and your students.

3) Student assessments can help clarify goals. Questionnaires

and structured .interviews are one kind of assessment (see Resource
a

,List). But informal conversations, careful ligtening, and

communication with other adults are also important ways to find out

what students want and need to learn.

Finally, it is important to use what you, learn from teaching,

to help re-clarify goals and re-establish priorities. Students

and teachers both go through many-changes in the course of this

process; goals and methods will reflect 'those changes. (The

issue of evatuation is discussed in more detail below.)

-Potential Trouble Spots

Introducing sexuality educationinto a school's program

raises problems. Some of them can be addressed through in-

service activities; others require consistent communication and

lots of time.

1. Reticent Teachers. Many of us,are uncomfortable with the idea

of discussing sex with students. One way to de-sensitize ourselves

is to get good in- service training. For example, we practiced

16
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using a medical vocabulary, explored our own tc,ncerns regarding

sexua4ty, and used role play and .guided fantasy exercises to

de-sensitize ourselves and anticipate classroom problems.

The desensitization process should be a common theme' for all

aspects of the staff development phase. The process allows us

to gain some self-perspective, become more comfortqble with new

and sometimes intimidating material, develop a sense of humor .

about our own sexuality, and resolve some values questions that

allow us to be mutually supportive.

2. Worried Parents. Parents havethe desire and riapt to be

involved in their child's education. Some parents feel worried,

concerned or downright outraged at the thought of sex being

discussed openly the clatsroom. Parents.fear that the teaching

staff may not share the'family's values, of that their children will

learn too much, too fast, before they're ready. Parents need to

know about the goals of sexuality education in their child's

4
program, in the broader context of Idolescent development. Some

schools require parent permissiOn. We notified parents and invited

them.to attend a parent education group designed to include them

in their child's sexuality education program. We found it crucial

to include parents' idias, and develop alliances to improve,our

work with students.

3. Resistant Studehts. Students, like parents and teachers, may

initially feel uncomfortable discussing a "taboo" subject. Stud-

ents should not be forced to participate in the classioom lessons,

but we- suggest that resistant students should be gradually intro-
,

17
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duced to the material; preferably in a smaller group setting .

or individually if necessary.

We have found th'at, students, though anxious at times, look

forward to the lessons. They' should be provided with outlets if
A

they become too uncomfortable: tune -out from the classroom, time

with a counselor, doodle pads, and other classroom striAotw.,; can

be used to help students cope with difficult times and find

alternative behavior. (Some techniques are discussed iii subse-

quent sections.)

Occasionally, a s udent has diffkbillty with one or two specific

topic areas. We ur some special attentioj at thislpoint--perhaPs.

a counseling gession or one-to-one teaching of the,matsrial.

Some strategxes for encouraging reluctqnt students include:

"W.

(1) verbalizing respect for their right to privacy, (2) modeling
^

opennes4 and_an appropriate.language for discussingasexUality,
.

4e
(3) ensuing a safe,environment'so they do begin/to participate, And

(4) verbalizing concerns "for" .1.1e more reticent. studetns. For

example, we share typical stories of young adolescents, We 1i-take

general statements like: "Most tee agers wor4 about...". We

use role-plays to open up discussions. e invite each student to

=

participate in'some way--either .by reading from printed materials,

offering an opinion, or simply reading instructiocs for other

Students.

Some. Guidelines for Starting

When the decisiop to teach a course on adolescent sexuality

has been made, many questions remain. These questions all revolve

around the difficult tasks of ,getting_started4- which topics, for

how long; who shou'A teach; who shoilld'he in the class; how classes

18



sh6uld 'be structured; how to use availab32 resources, etc., To

help facilitate the process of getting startrd, we offer twelve

general guidelines.

1. Give yourself time, but dolet started.

Feelings like, "I'll never get it all done 'there's too much

to teach," or "I don't know enough yet," or "the parents will never

put up with it" often stop the process beforeit begins. Altho gh

these feelings are real and may be accurate, it is important to get

started in whatever way feels comfortable for you.' Remember: you,

will never know italla or cover everything in one courseespecially.

the first time And you probably won't feel totally comfortable

before you begin. But remember also that it is fine to start where

you are comfortable -- first, because you own comfort will,be trans-
.

mitted to your students, and second, because any jumping -off spot

will lead to questions that will in turn expand the scope and direc-

tion of the class. Start slowly and safely, but start,

2. Learnabout the facts and issues.

Two important tasks at this point ar f. (a) to reflect on your

own experiencv and listento stuanti in order to become more

familiar with the issues that most concern young adolescents;

(b) to learn a basic set of facts and concepts related to sexual
,

development. Issues can be clarified and made more consciouarby

active listening, g :oup staff activities, and meetings to communicate

with other staff members. BoOks, local Planned Parenthood' or hospi-

tal agencies, and other locil r,psources can be- used to collect an

information resource file that can be used in planning and teaching'

the course. Perhaps most important, listen to your students aid

find out what they are interested in learning. This information4
A

1
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will be invaluable later.

3. Know your Own values and limits.

' eaching about sexuality can initiate a productive dialogue

among students, parents &nd teachers. However, it can also be a

difficult experience -- especially 'when deeply held values and be-

liefs come into conflict.' Oneimportant preparatory activity is

to clarify and write down your own attitudes regarding the teaching

of sexuality; share these with others and find a common ground that

will let you begin. The same process is necessary for anticipating

personal limits. 7,sk yourself'what kinds of questions you will not

be willing to answer; what behaviors you(will not tolerate, etc.

In-service workshops and group meetings are helpful.

4. Talk with parents and school administrators.

Success is facilitated by the support of many adults beyond

the classroom or group setting. Be clear about your goal§i Share

some of your questions and concerns. Be positive about the potential

gains and honest about potential ptoblems. Commit yourself to

informing parents and administrators about the content of the course

before you begin the first lessons. Consider the possibility of a

parent education workshop (or a series of workshops) to introdude

and evaluate your planned course. .(See Resource List.)

5. Assess your students' needs and skills.

Social ideas, interests, and skills change dramatically during

the years on either side of pubescence. It is important to assess

the develppmental capacity of your students, especially in regard
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.

to their ability to think about the social issues related to
, -

sexuality. This is especially important for "special n-eds" popula-

tions, where there is often great variance among cognitive and social

skills, and/or major developmental delays. Careful listening,

selective questions' and written assessments will help you under-

d your students' needs and skills. This information wil\ help

you determine and direct the scope and sequence of the curriculum.

Here are some questions to ask about your students. Can:they

reflecton their own behavior and/or values? Do they have friends,

and/or d4 they think about potential conflicts in friendships?

How well
t
can they communicate their thoughts in a small group?

Are they already dating or sexually active? Do they talk about

friendship and dating? Do they ask questions about pregnancy and

birth? Do they initiate conversations about the changes of adole-:

scencp? Do they talk about*these things with peers-- during lunch

or recess or in the halls?

.
-6. Given your students' needs and skills, start where you feel

comfortable and competent.

.A.first course in adolescent sexuality, like a first course in

anything, will not cover all tdpics equally well. In fact, one major-

goal of a first course in sexuality, is to provide a supportive

experience - -so that you and your students will want to learn more.

Start where there is common ground between your students' needs

and your own experience. For example, if students know little about

anatomy, it is important to start there. However, even if students

know anatomical tems and concepts, you may want to start with a

review to give yourself some time to warm up and settle in. (Don't



let yourself get into areas.where you are so uncomfortable that it

impedes your teaching.) Be sure to consider how your values

interact with those of students, parents and othqr staff. Be. ready

to say, "I.dgn't know the answer to that question."

7. Develop a classroom structure and climate that are safe and

comfortable.

Clagsroom rules, expectations, and discipline have a

significant impact on the success of a first course in sexuality.

A range of teaching-sty/es can be used--including structured, indi-

vidualized formats, as well as more open discussion session. In'

all cases, an obvious structure with clear, consistent expectations

and consequences, will help huild a safe and productive learning

environment.

Here are some questions to ask yourself about classroom

structure:

:: How 'should the rules be set? By whom?

:: Which' rules should govern discussion?

:: What are fair behavioral expectations and consequences,,

given the nature of the course?

:: What special problems should be anticipated?

:: What should be done about personal questions? (We recommend

disallowing them during class, and using .a Question Box

. instead.)

:: What strategies will make this'class safe for all students?

:: What values will be supported andjor'condoned in this class?

(See Changing Learnincr, Changing Lives, in Resource List.)

:: How will values differences be dealt with?

22
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8. Encourage student.,dialogue.

Whatever structure is right for you, learning about the

social changes of adolescence is facilitated by some opportunity for

dialogue among students. Structured activities (like role-plays,

debates, interviews and brainstorming sessions) are one kind of

strategy for fostering dialogue. Open, time-limited discussion

small problem-solving groups, and discussions of films are also good

strategies. If you can, try to mix classes--sexually as well as in

terms of social maturity. (There are advantages for more homogeneous

groups, so think about follow-up groups, too.) Boys and girls will

not learn how to talk with each other about these issues unless they

are given the opportunity to practice.

0'9. Allow graceful exits.

It is crucial to know w-4-71 to press on and when to back off.

This is especially important when working with special needs students..

"Gracefiil exit" techniques include time-limitingCertain topics,

allowing a student to leave the room on request, planful ignoring of

non-disruptive avoidance behavior, and finding comfortable ways or

each student to participate. For example, you can ask a particularly

anxious student to simply read the instructions for a group task, or

write down other students' solutionsrather than fdrcing him/her to

participate more verbally.

It is important to think ablut alternatives to disruptive be-

haviors. Some alternatives include: question boxes, scratch pads

for doodling or writing, planned breaks. It is also%important to
(-

think about the support systems available outside of class. For

example, if a counselor; tutor, or resorrce person is available, parti-

23
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culAr students may make very good use of a more individualized time

within the class period. Without such Support, it is important-to

plan out a reasonable way to legitimize student discomfort.

Finally, there are some students who need to be pushed. There

are'also.students whose acting out behavior can be made more produc-
t

rive. For example, sexuality clases provide many wonderful oppor-

tunities-for role-plays and other activities in which.students who

f9e1 restless or impulsive can channel their energy to help them-.

selves and others.

,Think about the Specific.needs and limits of each student.

Let yourself watch and listen, or (better yet) invite a colleagde

to observe. Use what you see And hear to help make decisions about

'specific .teaching and limit-setting strategies.

10. Try 'to include social relationships in your course.

A sexuality course can be 'more than Anatomy; pregnancy, birth,

and birth control. Courses that do not address, social relationships

may give students the message that ",ail there is to sex" is plumbing

and intercourse! If there is time, we suggest including lessons in

changing social relationships. Th'ese issues are difficult to teach

about, but they are crucial to successfully confronting the many

changes of adolescence.

Some potential topids include: changes in relationships

With parents; friendship and dating; peer pressures; sexual values

in the media and advertising; sex-roles and stereotypes; alternative

decisions related to life-styles (homosexuality,'shared parenting,

the decision to marry or not, etc.); violence-and sexuality. Remem-

ber to choose topics which are salient to your students, with which

24
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you are rblatively comfoitable and knowledgeable. But try 'to in-
.

clude some time for the social issues related to adolescent

sexuality.

`11. Keep evaluating.

Evaluation serves many purposes and comes in many forms.

Evaluation helps yoU (as the teacher) see changes, anticipate

problems, and modify the curriculum. It helps you make more

informed decisions about goals and priorities. It helps the

evaluators (including students, administrators, and parents) become

involved ir). and empowereihr, the learning experience. It reminds

you why it has been important and worthwhile to try this new

curriculum. And it provides help for colleagues who may be inter-

ested in similar work. (For example, these -12 guidelines derive

directly'from our evaluation of out own teaching.) Here are some

ways to evaluate the course: student evaluations of each lesson (see

Procedural Manual for Adolescent Decisions: A Curriculum); parent

and staff questionnaires; parent phone calls, parent workshops,
100i

and PTA meetings; brief interviews with students, parents, and

staff; logs of your own thoughts and impressions; collections of

student questions; use of an in-class observer (guidance counselor,

colleague, student teacher, etc.) or audiotapes of classroom

sessions. Presentations at staff meetings or in-service sessions

are also ways to collect suggestions, evaluations and ideas.

12. Once more: enjoy yourself, be patient and give yourself time.

Perhaps the best indicator of the "success" of a first course

in sexuality, is the willingness of all involved to try it again.
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4p-

Prom this perspective, teaching is like,a long-distance jog rather

than a flat-out sprint: it is important to slowly improve your

performance- -lap by lap!

Give yourself time. Use available resources-whether they

be guest speakers, films, or other staff members. Pace yourself

and learn from your mistakes. Collect ideas and promise yourself

you.will try it again -next quarter or next year. Like most good

things, your performance and your students' understanding of their

own changes, will both improve with time.
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